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Background : Reading Disability (RD) 

�  Reading Disability (RD) is as a brain-based 
developmental disorder associated with deficits in 
phonological processing 

 
�  Phonological awareness -  the metalinguistic 

understanding that spoken words are made of 
smaller units 



 
Background : Reading Disability (RD)  

� Possible Genes: DYX1C1, DCDC2, KIAA0319, 
GRIN2A, and ROBO1, as well as common 
variations, e.g., COMT 

� Structural Differences 
�  DTI – Differences in FA (Fractional Anisotropy) 
�  Volumetric - White/Grey Matter Volume 

� Functional Differences 
�  Activation (fMRI) 
�  Connectivity (Active, Resting State) 

 



Background: MRS & 
Neurochemistry (Common Links) 

� Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) 
�  Noninvasive in vivo - measures of 
neurometabolites including N-acetyl-aspartate, 
choline, creatine, GABA, and glutamate. 

�  Abnormal Choline à reflect abnormal white 
matter organization and/or cell membrane turnover 

�  Abnormal Glutamate à hyperexcitability 



Current Study 

�   This study examines neurochemistry early 
in the process of learning to read, which is 
critical for understanding the functional 
significance of neurometabolite-reading 
relations. 



Materials & Methods 

�   Participants: 
Seventy-five speakers 
of English (47 males; 28 
females) 

� Behavioral Testing: 
behavioral battery to 
characterize their 
reading, language, 
and general cognitive 
skills (e.g. 



Materials & Methods 
� MR Spectroscopy: NAA, Cho, Glu, and GABA levels 

(relative to a Cr baseline) 



Materials & Methods 
�   Brain-Behavior Analyses 

�  Reading Composite: raw scores on TOWRE 
sight word efficiency, TOWRE phonemic 
decoding efficiency, and WJ III 

�  Phonological Awareness Composite: 
CTOPP BW, EL 



RESULTS 



RESULTS 



Discussion  
�  Neurochemistry in typically and atypically developing 

children à neurocircuits that come to support skilled 
reading are still developing. 

�  Relationship between children’s reading skills and the 
major excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitters, Glu 
and GABA 

�  Cho and Glu concentrations were inversely correlated 
with reading and related linguistic measures 

�  Glu à reading and reading-related deficits could have 
potential implications for neural oscillatory processing 
deficit accounts 


